Dear Seeker:
Congratulations on downloading this book, it takes willingness and courage to look into topics like this - way
to go!
I wrote this book because everyday I see people and couples do and say so many easily avoidable things
that hurt their relationship. There are some very simple tools and information everyone needs that will bring
more ease into their relationship and I’ve included them here in this book.
I am all about Intimacy and Pleasure, I believe that’s what we are all craving and looking for - in our
relationship and in our lives. In many cases in order to have more intimacy and pleasure there are some
things we need to stop doing because it’s blocking us from having the closeness and connection we so
desperately desire. This book shows you what you are doing that isn’t serving your relationship, why it’s
hurting your relationship and what to do instead.
So, how can you get the most out of this book?
Read the entire book yourself, and contemplate how each point resonates for you in your relationship. Do
you find yourself slipping into each of these “relationship killers” from time to time?
Also, reflect on how you are also on the receiving end of these “relationship killers”; how they make you feel
and the impact they have on you.
I’d also invite you to ask your partner to read this book on his/her own and do the same reflection. Then
come together and discuss how each ‘killer’ shows up in your experience, how it makes you feel and what
you learnt from the book. These insights could change your relationship for the better, just by reading this
book and applying the teachings.
Relationships provide us with so much and they matter to us greatly, and they can be the biggest sources of
our frustration. This is why we need some guidance along the way, something like this book which creates
greater ease, deeper connection and rekindles the spark and playfulness once again.

Now it’s time to start and delve into this book.
Website: https://www.kerricust.com
Email: kerri@kerricust.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/kerri_cust
FB: https://www.facebook.com/kerri.cust.selflove.intimacy

Avoid the Top 5 Relationship Killers

How to Have the Love You Long for And Desire
We all do them, behaviours that kill the connection and spark in our relationship.
What is the real impact of these behaviours? How do we stop? What’s another way?
You are in luck! This Relationship Killers ebook will outline the top five mistakes that
are hurting your relationship, why they are causing so much damage, and how to
stop them in their tracks.
In this ebook I will be going into the dynamics between the masculine and feminine,
please know when I am speaking about them I am speaking about Masculine and
Feminine energy, gender has nothing to do with it and the idea of masculine and
feminine dynamics applies to all types of relationship no matter how you identify.
When I give practical examples I will use examples from a heterosexual relationship,
using him and her. Please adjust so the conversation fits for your situation.
In my work and studies with couples from around the world these are the top five
most insidious, harmful actions that kill romance, connection, and communication.

Now, lets get started.
The Top 5 Relationship Killers and what do to instead!

1) Criticism:
We are all guilty of this and it can show up differently between the masculine and
feminine.
When we criticize the masculine what we are doing is emasculating; you
disempower them. Over time this can have a big impact on your relationship and the
level of attraction between the two of you.
For example, Lets say a man is fixing something in the kitchen and its not going very
well and its taking longer than it ‘should’, as women we can often say things like “Are
you sure you know what you are doing?”, “That’s taking a long time”, “Why don’t
you just call someone to do that?”.
Ladies, your man is on a mission and offering up these types of critiques only
make him feel inadequate and incompetent. Those who feel more ‘at home’ in their
masculine energy love to be efficient and to achieve things, you pointing out all the
things that he isn’t doing or the things that aren’t going well only make him feel less
than and gives him the feeling like he isn’t being or doing what he feels you need.
I know you are coming from a place of caring and helpfulness and your intentions
are good and it’s important to know that your man doesn’t receive these suggestions
in this way.

So what should you do instead?
Let your man achieve and accomplish his task, let him be. He loves to figure things
out and when he does he will feel confident in himself. Also, another tip is to praise
him, when he finishes something let him know how good of a job he did and how
much you appreciate it. Men crave and really feel loved when their partners
appreciate them and let them know they’ve done good.
A bonus is you don’t have to be involved with that specific task and can focus on
your own activities and you’ll have a much happier partner
Now, when the feminine is being criticized it shuts her down and she is less open
towards you – both her heart and her body close towards you. Part of what she
loves about you is that your masculine energy guides and directs.
Oftentimes men can get frustrated and criticize their female partner by saying things
like “What are you doing?”, “Just find where it is, figure it out” “It can’t be that hard”.
For example, let’s say you are at an event with your female partner and she is going
to first go to the bathroom then get you both a drink and come back to where you
are. Say she is unclear where both the bathroom and bar is, she is walking around
confused, not knowing where they are.
Showing your frustration with her and criticizing her with the above comments closes
her heart and body off to you.
In this situation she is in chaos and doesn’t know where she is going, she is seeking
direction.
In these moments it is best to stop her, and give her clear direction on where she
wants to go. If you don’t know, then find out and say to her “The bathroom is in that
back corner and the bar is right here”, making sure she has a clear direction. Those
who are more at home in their feminine energy love to be guided, directed and to
feel safe; this amplifies her trust for you. This will also increase her appreciation for
you as well as she will be more open and available to you (and more attracted!).

2) Too Much Time Together
This may seem counter intuitive, oftentimes when there are challenges in a
relationship or the attraction between one another we think that having a date night
or spending more time together is the answer when the exact opposite is needed.
This is where the law of polarity comes in. What is Polarity? Think of two opposite
poles, a north pole and a south pole, they are different and there is a huge
magnetism between them.
How does this apply to relationships? When we spend too much time with our
partner, and doing a lot of things together there is a lot of sameness happening
between the two of you which can make the attraction between the two of you
‘neutralize’. Spending a lot of time together is good for your relationship, however
in order for there to be that magnetism, that attraction between the two of you, there
needs to be space and differences between you both.
In order to recreate the spark between the two of you (increase polarity) it is very
helpful to spend time apart from your partner with you each doing your own thing.
To enhance polarity when a man goes off and does his ‘guy thing’, activities that
increase his masculine energy like golfing, fixing a car, spending time with his friends
while the woman is off doing her ‘girl thing’, activities that increase her feminine
energy like spending time with girlfriends, getting a pedicure, dancing.
This time away charges up each end of the poles and with the time apart/space
between you the magnetic attraction, the erotic tension can grow can build and
grow; this helps to recreate the desire between the two of you so you can get back to
tearing each others clothes off again.
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3) Not Understanding Our Differences
There are some fundamental differences between men and women, there just are.
It’s not good nor bad, it just is. Knowing these dynamics can save or enhance your
relationship.
Oftentimes I see men and women get into unnecessary arguments and take things
personally when all that is needed is awareness and knowing of the basic needs and
values of both the masculine and feminine.
The masculine values power, efficiency, competency and achievement and feels loved
most by knowing he is trusted, being appreciated, admired, receiving approval and
encouragement.
The feminine values love, communication, relationship and beauty and feels most loved
when feeling cared for, being understood, adored, validated and reassured.
Let’s use an example as to how these values and ways of receiving love translate into
day to day life.
Using the example from the first point, let’s say a man is fixing something in the kitchen
and it seems to not be going well or taking a lot of time. It can be the feminine’s
inclination to want to help or suggest something like “Maybe you should just call
someone to do that for you”. Now, remember the masculine values efficiency and
achievement so in this situation there is a goal/challenge he is faced with and from
his perspective he wants to accomplish and achieve the task at hand. Coming in and
suggesting he just get someone else to do it is very emasculating, he feels like you don’t
trust his ability or appreciate what he is doing. So best to let him figure out, conquer
and achieve his outcome and if he needs some help, he will figure that out for himself.
Now if we look at the feminine, using this same example, if a woman needed to get
something fixed in the kitchen, or anywhere around the house she values caring so
coming in and offering her some help, support or offering to do the task is going to
make her feel really cared for and adored. Another example for the feminine is helping
her carry her bags while you are out together and even carrying her purse. These often
small acts let her know you care for her, see and understand that she needs support
and makes her feel adored by you.
When we learn about the dynamics of the masculine and feminine we take things
less personally which translates into more understanding and less arguments.
Understanding these dynamics and applying them to our relationship also ensures
that our partner feels loved, seen and acknowledged and makes your heart more
available to your partner.

4) Not clear on our needs
We all have needs and when our needs are not being met then we often find ourselves
in unconscious and unhealthy circumstances to ensure our need(s) gets met.
Not knowing what we need and not having our needs met can cause a mound of
resentment to build over time and down the road can be a lot of baggage and hurt to
unpack.
One key thing to remember when it comes to getting our needs met is that it is your
responsibility to get your needs met, not anyone else. Now, this can include you asking
for someone to meet your needs but ultimately it is your responsibility.
How do you know a need isn’t being met? This can show up in a variety of ways,
perhaps we or our partner are participating in some unhealthy and/or secretive
behaviour. This can be working too much, shopping too much or even having an affair.
Once we are aware of our needs we can begin to ensure they get met in healthy and
conscious ways. So how do we start to become aware of what we need? Begin to
look at your complaints and frustrations , what do you often hear yourself complaining
about? “He never does this…” “She is always like this…” “This always happens to me”
“This never happens for me”. If you looked deeper under the surface, what is it that you
are craving and needing?
For example, you may have a need for connection and closeness, you can ask your
partner or a friend to have dinner with you and discuss and share things together that
get your needs met. Having the expectation that your partner should meet and know
all your needs is unfair to your partner and puts a lot of weight and strain on your
relationship. Expecting your partner to fulfill all your needs, be your lover, partner, co
parent, best friend, confidant, business partner etc puts way too much burden onto the
relationship.
Once you are aware of your needs, diversify them, find other ways to get your needs
met other than your partner and get your needs met, either by fulfilling them yourself or
taking the courageous steps to ask someone to meet them.
Speaking to our partner and sharing a need we’d like them to meet from a place of
vulnerability and softness creates an opening and an opportunity for deeper closeness
with our partner.
Ensuring that your needs are met makes it so we feel safe and fulfilled, from this place
we can be more at ease and more available to authentic intimacy and connection.

5) Lack of communication
One of the things I notice more and more in relationships is that no one talks to each
other. Sure, you may talk about bills, kids, your day at work and things going on in the
world, what I am talking about is deep, intimate and bonding conversations where you
discover more about the other.
None of the other previous points I made can occur without clear, empathetic and
intimate conversations.
Talking to your partner about what you need, your desires, your sexual desires both
deepen your relationship and expand into more understanding and trust. Not always
easy but worth the effort.
When communicating to our partner on these deeper topics there is a level of
vulnerability that needs to happen and this can feel risky, that we are exposing
ourselves. As uncomfortable as the vulnerability may be, this lets you know you are on
the right track.
So where can you start? Reminiscing about previous and fun (and juicy!) times together
can be a great starting point. What made it so wonderful? What did you love about it?
What is something you’d each like more of?
It’s very important to learn skills on how to intimately communicate safely and
effectively.

Need more help?
Download my complimentary “Intimate communication” guide for couples
https://www.reignitethatspark.com/intimatecommunication

Creating The Love You Desire!
Congratulations on being in this inquiry, it shows real commitment to
your own growth and your relationship. Exploring these topics and
being honest with yourself and being willing to do things differently
shows great courage and love for yourself and your relationship.
Any one of these relationship killers can be deadly to your love life.
More than one makes intimacy very challenging. Sometimes it’s
easier to navigate those difficult waters with support.
My passion is helping couples create more intimacy, romance, and
abiding love.
If you would like to explore how to do this with support please reach
out to book a complimentary ‘rediscover your passion’ call with me
where we’ll go through a relationship checkup and I’ll give you at
least one of two tips for how to reignite the spark immediately.

Book now
https://go.oncehub.com/RediscoveryourPassion

Kerri Cust is an Intimacy Coach working with women to re-find their juicy
and sensual selves and couples to come back to being passionate lovers
again all through the avenue of pleasure.
After experiencing the end of her marriage and the death of her brother
back to back she set out on her own Eat, Pray, Love journey and found
herself living in a tantric community. After living in a Tantric community and
experiencing deep transformation she learned to radically love her body,
come back into her femininity and softness, awaken her sensuality and
sexuality and finally live a life that gave her pleasure.
Kerri has a background in Tantra, Tantric Sexuality, Yoga, Emotional
Intelligence and Deep Emotional Release
Kerri is all about Intimacy and Pleasure, wanting no one to settle in their life.
She knows you can feel there is more and works with people and couples
to break free of the mundane autopilot life to experience real aliveness,
passion and pleasure.
Website: https://www.kerricust.com
Email: kerri@kerricust.com
IG: https://www.instagram.com/kerri_cust
FB: https://www.facebook.com/kerri.cust.selflove.intimacy

